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Abstract: The combined use of focused ion beam (FIB) milling and field-emission scanning electron 
microscopy inspection (FESEM) is a unique and successful approach for assessment of near-surface 
phenomena at specific and selected locations. In this study, a FIB/FESEM dual-beam platform was 
implemented to docment and analyze the wear micromechanisms on a laser-surface textured (LST) hardmetal 
(HM) tool. In particular, changes in surface and microstructural integrity of the laser-sculptured 
pyramids (effective cutting microfeatures) were characterized after testing the LST-HM tool against a 
steel workpiece in a workbench designed to simulate an external honing process. It was demonstrated 
that: (1) laser-surface texturing does not degrade the intrinsic surface integrity and tool effectiveness of 
HM pyramids; and (2) there exists a correlation between the wear and loading of shaped pyramids at the 
local level. Hence, the enhanced performance of the laser-textured tool should consider the pyramid 
geometry aspects rather than the microstructure assemblage of the HM grade used, at least for attempted 
abrasive applications. 
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1  Introduction 

Continuous or interrupted sliding contact between 
hard tools and counterparts is intrinsic to all machining 
operations of metallic alloys. As a result, the piece 
gets shaped, but also the cutting tool gets worn. The 
amount and extensiveness of wear is the synergic 
result of many different factors in the tribological 
system, including contact and lubrication conditions 
as well as material properties. Reliable assessment 
of degradation phenomena associated with the 
wear of cutting tools requires both two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional characterization, directly 

linked to surface and subsurface scenarios, respectively. 
Cross-sectional analysis is a practical and efficient 
approach to revealing wear information related to 
subsurface integrity and microstructural changes 
[1–3]. Metallographic sample preparation on cross- 
sections combined with optical and scanning electron 
microscopy is an inspection protocol often used for 
acquiring data at the subsurface level. However, the 
unintended (but possible) introduction of artifacts 
(e.g., mechanical-induced changes) during the 
metallographic preparation may be an important 
drawback. Hence, sample preparation may either 
affect (by hindering or even removing) wear-induced 
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features, such as cracks or adhered material, or 
introduce secondary/additional deformation and 
damage [1]. This additional, unintended damage is 
particularly present while assessing near-surface 
phenomena where critical features exist, especially 
at the surface edges of the prepared sample. 
Furthermore, metallographic cross-sectioning does 
discern general and uniformly introduced changes, 
but may fail to capture localized or heterogeneously 
distributed ones.  

Following the above ideas, the use of small-scale 
advanced characterization techniques, such as those 
involving complementary actions of focused ion 
beam (FIB) milling and field-emission scanning 
electron microscopy inspection (FESEM), has emerged 
as a powerful tool for analyzing tribological phenomena. 
Unlike conventional scanning or transmission electron 
microscopy, a FIB-instrument employs ions, instead 
of electrons, as charged particles that are accelerated 
and focused using electric and magnetic fields. 
Gallium ions, generated from liquid gallium (Ga) 
source, are commonly used [4]. Because of the 
heavier character of the ions, their sputtering effect 
enables precise in-situ micro-milling on the target 
sample, i.e., at specific and selected surface locations. 
Meanwhile, when combined with an FESEM unit, 
high-spatial-resolution images can be obtained from 
the secondary electrons generated by ion sputtering 
[5–8]. Therefore, the FIB/FESEM dual-beam platform 
becomes a powerful tool to study concurrently induced 
changes, regarding surface and subsurface levels, at 
precise locations on the micrometer scale. Implem-
entation of this advanced characterization technique 
has proven to be quite successful in characterizing 
degradation mechanisms of engineering materials 
under different service-like conditions, such as 
abrasive or adhesive wear [9, 10], corrosion [11, 12] 
or even tribocorrosion [13, 14]. Recently, pulsed 
laser emerges as a nonconventional machining 
approach on the micron scale, and it has been 
successfully implemented to functionalize the 
surfaces of cutting tools [15].  

In high precision abrasive machining, tools are 
usually made from super hard materials, such as 
composites of diamonds or cubic boron nitrides. 
Such a machining process is usually expensive due 
to the precious materials and highly accurate control 

systems. In previous studies, abrasive-like microf-
eatures of a conventional cubic boron nitride (CBN) 
honing stone were successfully reproduced on a 
cobalt-nickel-based cemented tungsten carbide grade 
(WC–CoNi) using laser technique [16, 17]. The first 
results of the cutting tests enlightened the possibility 
of employing cemented carbides as an alternative 
to the precious materials in abrasive machining 
processes, as these microfeatures achieved similar 
material removal effectiveness as the CBN honing 
stone in the cutting tests [16]. However, mild 
surface degradation of these microfeatures was 
detected after the cutting tests. Therefore, it becomes 
a practical demand to access the wear mechanism 
of these “micro-textures” in the cutting tests with an 
adequate approach. To be more precise, FIB/FESEM 
is used in this study to assess and understand wear 
phenomena taking place in laser-shaped microfeatures 
of the hardmetal (HM) tool during the cutting test. 

2  Tools and abrasive-like testing  

The tool material was a HM grade consisting of 
coarse WC grains embedded in a 28.5 wt% metallic 
(CoNi) binder. Aiming to replicate topographic scenario 
of a conventional CBN based honing stone, a 
picosecond laser micromachining system sculpted 
arrays of hexagonal pyramids morphologically similar 
to abrasive grains exposing on the CBN tool surface 
[16]. Instead of common anisotropic geometrical 
properties of the diamond or CBN grains in the 
composites, microfeatures produced on HMs by a 
laser can possess geometrical regularities in order 
to avoid disfunction or surface damage of the 
diamond or CBN tools often resulting from the 
erupted hard grains. One of the reasons for the brutal 
grain eruption was the local stress concentration due 
to irregular geometrical properties. Figures 1(a, b) 
and Table 1 show basic mechanical and microstructural 
characteristics for the laser-surface textured (LST) 

 
Table 1  Hardness and microstructural characteristics of 
LST-HM tool.  

Tool 
HV0.3 

(macro)
Grain 

quantity 
Phase ratio 

Grain 
shape 

LST-HM 680 343 8.3% Hexagon
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Fig. 1  (a) Laser-produced abrasive microfeatures (hexagonal pyramids) on the LST-HM tool; (b) abrasive grains exposed on a 
conventional CBN-based honing stone; and (c) in-house test workbench based on the external honing process. 

  
HM tool studied.  

The cutting capability of the LST-HM tool was 
evaluated in a workbench designed to simulate an 
external honing process, under lubricated condition 
[16, 18]. As illustrated in Fig. 1(c), the workbench 
was integrated into a lathe. In order to replicate 
honing, the workpiece was secured on a spindle, 
which could rotate at a fixed speed. Meanwhile, the 
test tool sample was oscillated and moved towards the 
workpiece through a transmission lever with a certain 
feed. As a result of the movements, the surface of 
the workpiece was machined by the honing-like 
action. Detailed machining parameters are listed 
in Table 2. In this cutting test, the workpiece was 
made of steel 20MnCr5. The working surface was 
preliminarily fine-turned with an arithmetic average 
roughness Ra about 4 µm. After the abrasive test, Ra 
came down to 0.7 µm. It was demonstrated that the 
LST-HM tool smoothed the surface of a steel 
workpiece, down to roughness levels close to those 
attained by the reference CBN honing stone. 

However, morphological changes of the cutting 
microfeatures were assumed to be different: surface 
topography of the CBN tool retained dynamic stability 
due to the self-dressing phenomena, whereas the 

Table 2  Machining parameters and workbench configuration. 

Rotation 
speed 
(rpm)

Oscillation 
speed 

(mm/min)

Oscillation 
number 

Flow 
rate 
(bar) 

Lubricant 
viscosity 
(mm²/s)

Normal 
force 
(N) 

500 1,000 20 0.07 5 25 

*The oscillation is the constitutive movement along the axial 

direction. 

 
pyramids on the LST-HM tool might suffer permanent 
degradation. Hence, in-depth inspection and und-
erstanding of wear mechanisms of these effective 
cutting microfeatures on the LST-HM tool become 
mandatory to improve its performance.  

3  Wear-induced changes on surface and 
microstructural integrity of the 
LST-HM tool  

Following the described abrasive-like test, a direct 
surface inspection was carried out using FESEM 
(Sigma VP, Zeiss). Cutting microfeatures exhibited 
morphological changes at different levels. The 
most severe damage was found close to the pyramids 
cutting front, where penetration into the workpiece 
first occurred (Fig. 2(a)). At the cutting tip, large 
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amounts of heterogeneous material were stacked, 
resulting in built-up edges (e.g., Fig. 2(b)) [19]. 
Such degradation was linked to chip adhesive 
wear when machining the ‘sticky’ material (20Mn-
Cr5), especially at the low cutting speed used in 
the conducted test. Around and particularly below 
the cutting tip, some notch wear and breakage of 
WC grains were also found. These phenomena 
should also be linked to the referred chip adhesion 
on the cutting tip, as it would lead to high pressure 
and consequent local plastic deformation at the 
surface. At all other sites of the pyramids, surface 
conditions remained almost unchanged, as sustained 
by the observation of the laser-induced periodic 
surface structures [20], e.g., Fig. 2(c). These findings 
were further proven by energy-dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDS). Several aspects may be highli-
ghted after the resulting element distribution map 
(Fig. 2(d)) was analyzed. First, material removal 
occurred only at the top of the pyramids (effective 
cutting areas). Second, plenty of workpiece material  

(Fe) remained, due to adhesion, around the cutting 
tip of the pyramid. Finally, geometry and surface 
integrity below the top level of pyramids did not 
show any discernable changes. Following these 
microscopic observations, it may be concluded that 
the degradation of pyramids mainly results from 
sliding abrasion, rather than from abrupt breakdown 
or cleavage. 

Cross-sectional inspections using FIB milling 
(Helios 600, FEI) were done at the rake surfaces of 
the pyramids, which are the chip flow surfaces 
ahead of cutting fronts (contact areas) as indicated 
by arrows in Figs. 3(a, c). Obviously, these places 
are subject to damage as a result of the pressing and 
sliding of the chips. Analysis of a reference pyramid 
(i.e., before cutting test) showed a smooth profile, 
without evidence of any microstructural changes 
or damage underneath the patterned surface (Figs. 
3(a, b)). Corresponding subsurface images after 
the cutting tests are given in Figs. 3(c, d). In general, 
the pyramid shape was not affected, except 

 

  
(a) 

 

(b) 
 

  
(c) (d) 

 

Fig. 2  Surface morphological inspection of (a) LST-HM tool and (b) one damaged pyramid with arrows indicating the 
adhesion; (c) partial enlargement of the area in (b) on the bottom surface with the arrow showing the intact laser induced 
patterns, and (d) element distribution map by EDS. 
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Overall view FIB-cutting at rake surface 
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(c) (d) 

Fig. 3  FIB-cutting on the pyramid before and after the cutting tests: (a, c) overall views in terms of shape and morphology; (b, 
d) FIB-cuttings covering the rake surfaces and the contact areas. 
 

at the position of the rake surface and cutting front. 
There, changes were found in both micro-constitutive 
phases: ceramic grains and metallic binder. As indicated 
by arrows in Fig. 3(d), substructural changes in the 
binder were concentrated on a very shallow region 
(about 1 m in thickness). On the other hand, 
damage within ceramic grains was discerned even 
at distances as deep as 5 µm. 

Extensive and detailed FIB/FESEM analysis 
permits speculation that the wear-induced degradation 
of the pyramids is a sequential process resulting 
from pressing and sliding contact of the pyramids 
(abrasive units) against the workpiece during the 
cutting test. Different wear phenomena may be 
expected: deformation, cracking, adhesion, and 
material detachment. 

At the initial stage, the tool was set to get in contact 
with the workpiece, followed by the application of 
the normal force. The penetration of the pyramids 
into the workpiece then occurred due to the different 
relative hardness between tool and workpiece. 
Under these indentation-like conditions, the two 
microconstitutive phases of the HM exhibited distinct 

irreversible changes. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the 
binder experienced plastic deformation (marked with 
the circle).  On the other hand, cracks were 
discerned within the ceramic grains (indicated with 
the arrows), possibly as a result of strain compatibility 
forced by the extruded binder or from direct 
contact with the workpiece. In a subsequent stage, 
as the workpiece began to rotate, penetrating 
pyramids were subjected to tangential forces. As a 
consequence, they undertook shear stresses, besides 
the normal one. The synergic effect of both stresses 
increased the deformation level as well as potential 
crack propagation. As shown in Fig. 4(b), besides 
damage evidenced within grains, large cracks 
were also found to extend along the boundaries of 
adjacent ceramic particles. As the rotation continued, 
loosed grain particles could be partially spalled or 
even crushed together with the adhesive binder at 
some places, which directly led to an uneven 
topography profile (Fig. 4(c)). Small-scale cavities 
within such profiles were then filled with workpiece 
material. It enhanced local adhesion, which later 
extended over the pyramid surface as a thin film  
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 4  Wear characterization through FIB cutting on the pyramids at the contacting area after cutting tests: (a) initiation of 
binder deformation and grain cracking, (b) propagation of the deformation and crushing, (c) change of tribological condition, 
and (d) local zoom at the surface with tribological degradation. 
 

(Fig. 4(d)). It may be expected that such a 1 micron- 
thick layer is detrimental to the tool functionality, 
as the tribological condition between the abrasive 
pyramids and the workpiece changes. In this regard, 
excessive heat might be produced as galling-like 
friction rises, and lubrication becomes less efficient. 
Furthermore, the local stack of adhered material 
could lessen the material removal precision and 
increase surface roughness. The degradation of the 
tribological conditions led to more severe expelling 
or detachment of material. 

Based on the FIB/FESEM characterization, it 
may be speculated that the vertical pressure exerted 
on the pyramid during the penetration was the 
most important factor for the harm of microstruct-
ural integrity. Afterward, shearing stress aggravated 
the loosening and breakdown of the grains. 
Besides the mechanical properties of the material, 
the stress resistance is also strongly related to the 
geometrical features of those microfeatures. Therefore, 
it is necessary to analyze the influence of the 
geometrical features on the stress distribution.  

According to the initial design, pyramids with a 
flat (top) contact area was aimed in order to avoid 
collapse during the sliding movement (Fig. 1(a)). 
However, such dull cutting tips indeed translated 
into a rather difficult penetration. As a result, 
subsequent plowing into the counterpart could 
abruptly take place, making the workpiece suffer 
severe normal and shear stresses. Interaction among 
pyramids and the workpiece consists of many discrete 
area-to-area contacts during the cutting process, as a 
result of the smooth and flat top surface design. 
Therefore, local stress was hardly redistributed, and 
it became difficult to build up a full lubrication 
scenario between tool and workpiece, i.e., contacting 
areas rub under either mixed or even dry conditions. 
Such a tribological scenario aggravated the degra-
dation of the pyramid surfaces, yielding (ceramic) 
grain crushing and material adhesion. Based on 
the above analysis, it is then suggested that a sharp 
penetration angle or a reduction of the contact 
surface area of the pyramids, especially at the 
positions close to the cutting tips, should be the aim 
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for obtaining smoother penetration and plowing.  

4  Conclusions 

In this study, wear mechanisms of an LST-HM tool 
were characterized, after an abrasive-like cutting 
test. FIB/FESEM revealed the wear micromechanism 
of the abrasive microfeatures: 

1) At the initial step, cracks appeared through 
the grains and along the carbide/binder interface.  

2) Binder was removed layer by layer. Adhesion 
of workpiece material was found on the contact 
surface, especially at those cavities produced by the 
broken and erupted grains.  

Based on the wear analysis, pyramid geometry, 
contact conditions, and material properties are 
recalled as critical factors to improve the tool 
performance: a smoother penetration and plowing 
should be aimed for enhancing the cutting capability 
of the tool. Coating of the abrasive units may also 
be suggested as an action towards increasing wear 
resistance and maintaining tribological conditions. 
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